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	This meticulous critical assessment of the ground-breaking work of philosopher Stanislaw  LeÅ›niewski focuses exclusively on primary texts and explores the full range of output by one of the master logicians of the Lvov-Warsaw school. The author’s nuanced survey eschews secondary commentary, analyzing LeÅ›niewski's core philosophical views and evaluating the formulations that were to have such a profound influence on the evolution of mathematical logic.  


	One of the undisputed leaders of the cohort of brilliant logicians that congregated in Poland in the early twentieth century, LeÅ›niewski was a guide and mentor to a generation of celebrated analytical philosophers (Alfred Tarski was his PhD student). His primary achievement was a system of foundational mathematical logic intended as an alternative to the Principia Mathematica of Alfred North Whitehead and Bertrand Russell. Its three strands—‘protothetic’, ‘ontology’, and ‘mereology’, are detailed in discrete sections of this volume, alongside a wealth other chapters grouped to provide the fullest possible coverage of LeÅ›niewski’s academic output.


	With material on his early philosophical views, his contributions to set theory and his work on nominalism and higher-order quantification, this book offers a uniquely expansive critical commentary on one of analytical philosophy’s great pioneers.â€‹
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Understanding and Reducing Landslide Disaster Risk: Volume 4 Testing, Modeling and Risk Assessment (ICL Contribution to Landslide Disaster Risk Reduction)Springer, 2020

	
		This book is a part of ICL new book series “ICL Contribution to Landslide Disaster Risk Reduction” founded in 2019. Peer-reviewed papers submitted to the Fifth World Landslide Forum were published in six volumes of this book series. This book contains the followings:

	
		• Five keynote lectures

	...
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The Art of Computer NetworkingPrentice Hall, 2007
This book, like so many, has grown from an undergraduate Networking course. Its current content is rather more than a single course could comfortably cover, though it is all relevant for an adventurer into the jungle of networks.

It is somewhat biased towards the Internet and the protocols the Internet uses, namely TCP/IP. Other network...
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Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free ProductivityPhoenix Books, 2002

	In today's world, yesterday's methods just don't work. In Getting Things Done, veteran coach and management consultant David Allen shares the breakthrough methods for stress-free performance that he has introduced to tens of thousands of people across the country. Allen's premise is simple: our productivity is...
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MATLAB with Applications to Engineering, Physics and FinanceCRC Press, 2009

	
		Master the tools of MATLAB through hands-on examples

		Shows How to Solve Math Problems Using MATLAB

	
		The mathematical software MATLAB® integrates computation, visualization, and programming to produce a powerful tool for a number of different tasks in mathematics. Focusing on the...
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Managing Software Deliverables, First Edition : A Software Development Management MethodologyDigital Press, 2003
Managing Software Deliverables—A Software Development Management Methodology describes a set of proven processes for establishing an effective Software Program Management Office (SPMO) function in a corporate setting. Every business that has people performing Software Project Management (PM) activities has a need for these...
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Nontuberculous Mycobacterial Disease: A Comprehensive Approach to Diagnosis and Management (Respiratory Medicine)Springer, 2018

	This book is a comprehensive and authoritative source on nontuberculous mycobacterial (NTM) pathogens and diseases and their appropriate management, with a focus on lung disease. NTM diseases, especially lung diseases, are increasing in prevalence in the U.S. and internationally with concomitant growing interest in a broad section of the...
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